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On behalf of the University of Minnesota Rochester (UMR) alumni community, welcome to the third issue of The Kettle. Since graduating its first class of undergraduate students in 2013, UMR's alumni community has grown to nearly 1,200. This dynamic group of health care professionals, clinicians, physicians, researchers, analysts and innovators has reshaped the field while tackling unique and complex challenges at the intersection of medicine, research and public health.

This issue of The Kettle captures stories of Raptor alumni and their families, building tradition and establishing campus legacy; it opens a window into the journey of young and aspiring physicians; and shares the connection between benefactor and scholar.

As UMR expands and evolves so, too, does our Raptor family.

Sincerely,

The UMR Alumni Advisory Committee

Mohamed Addani ’18, Nitya Chandiramani ’17, Glen Morris ’17, Mikayla Schmidt ’18 and Rachel Seisler ’14
When Hosi was just 16, her mother passed away, and she and her sister moved to the United States to be with their dad, who lived and worked in Minnesota. Initially, their dad sought to ease the sisters’ transition to the U.S. by relocating to California. “He thought Minnesota would be too cold for us, but we loved it. I love the snow,” Hosi says. After a few months, they moved permanently back to Minnesota, settling in Minnetonka.

Speaking little English – her primary languages were Uzbek and Russian – Hosi’s transition to school in the U.S. was initially rough. But she persevered, graduating high school and mastering English in the process. Hosi began attending classes at Normandale Community College in Bloomington, with a focus on business. “That never felt like the right fit, so Hosi briefly switched to law enforcement, “but it didn’t do away with in-person learning entirely,” she remembers. “Cassie and I were a class of only nine students, so we were able to meet in person, which was essential to learning,” Hosi believes.

As the world went virtual, so did much of Hosi’s education. This program, however, didn’t do away with in-person learning completely, much to the gratitude of the students. “We did all classes online, but scan labs and clinicals were in person. We were a class of only nine students, so we were able to meet in person, which was essential to learning,” Hosi believes. “One of the great things about the program is that you start clinicals almost immediately. It was so helpful getting that experience in the clinical setting, even if you’re just rooming patients at first, to feel more comfortable in the role.”

As Hosi progressed through the program, she and the other students were encouraged to actively use the skills they learned to prepare them for their careers. “By the time we graduated, especially during senior year, we were allowed to be more independent. You would do the whole test by yourself (supervised), talking to the cardiologist on your own and getting the patient on your own. This forced us to not depend on another person to do it for us. By the time I started my job, I knew the process. There was still more to learn, of course, but we knew everything we needed to know to start the job and be comfortable in the role. We were prepared to recognize things we needed to look more closely at, or issues that we may encounter.”

BSHIP’s transition to Mayo Clinic, she says. After a few months, they moved permanently back to Minnesota, settling in Minnetonka. Speaking little English – her primary languages were Uzbek and Russian – Hosi’s transition to school in the U.S. was initially rough. But she persevered, graduating high school and mastering English in the process. Hosi began attending classes at Normandale Community College in Bloomington, with a focus on business. “That never felt like the right fit, so Hosi briefly switched to law enforcement, “but it didn’t do away with in-person learning completely, much to the gratitude of the students. “We did all classes online, but scan labs and clinicals were in person. We were a class of only nine students, so we were able to meet in person, which was essential to learning,” Hosi believes. “One of the great things about the program is that you start clinicals almost immediately. It was so helpful getting that experience in the clinical setting, even if you’re just rooming patients at first, to feel more comfortable in the role.”

As Hosi progressed through the program, she and the other students were encouraged to actively use the skills they learned to prepare them for their careers. “By the time we graduated, especially during senior year, we were allowed to be more independent. You would do the whole test by yourself (supervised), talking to the cardiologist on your own and getting the patient on your own. This forced us to not depend on another person to do it for us. By the time I started my job, I knew the process. There was still more to learn, of course, but we knew everything we needed to know to start the job and be comfortable in the role. We were prepared to recognize things we needed to look more closely at, or issues that we may encounter.”

Hosi graduated from the BSHIP program with a certificate in echocardiography from Mayo Clinic School of Health Sciences in May 2022, and started her new job just a few months later. Setting into her career at Mayo Clinic, she feels at home. “I’m in an apartment now, living near classmates in the same apartment complex. I’m excited for winter to come. I love downhill skiing. I usually get a night pass from Welch Village and go after work and ski late into the night. Sometimes with friends, sometimes by myself. It is peaceful and fun.” While the future may hold more education — “at some point I will go back and get my Master’s degree” — for now she has found her career, with heart.
BSHS Alumni Profile: Katie Nelson

KATIE NELSON ‘15 DIDN’T PLAN TO ATTEND THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ROCHESTER, but after a bumpy freshman year at a different university, she returned home to Rochester to be closer to her support system. She knew she wanted to work in health care, so attending UMR was not only convenient, but because of the courses offered at UMR, it also made sense.

She kept her career options open; however, the decision became clear when, in her junior year, she became the primary caregiver for her grandmother and grandfather. Katie spent a lot of time by her grandma’s bedside in the intensive care unit, and witnessing the nurses care so skillfully for her favorite person reinforced that nursing was the right route to take.

“My grandmother was a nurse,” Katie says, “but she never pressured me into that route to take.

In one of the last conversations Katie had with her grandmother, Katie shared that she had decided to pursue a career in nursing. Her grandmother told her that she’d always known Katie would end up becoming a nurse, but that she wanted Katie to figure things out for herself.

Coming into UMR as a transfer student, Katie didn’t know what to expect, but, unfortunately, the transfer didn’t go smoothly. Katie credits former Student Success Coach Perry Telanders, MS as the pivotal person championing her towards graduation.

When things started falling apart, when my grandparents got sick, I wasn’t sure if I would be able to stay on track and graduate,” Katie says. “Perry helped me figure out a plan, and he saw me through to the finish line.”

Not surprisingly, Katie now encourages transfer students to seek out the mentorship of a trusted UMR faculty or staff member – early and often.

“Find your support person, whether they are faculty or staff, as you’re trying to get your feet under you and navigate a new school,” Katie says.

Katie is now a nurse at Johns Hopkins Health System and a PhD Candidate at the Johns Hopkins School of Nursing in Baltimore, Maryland. While she had stepped away from the bedside for a bit to focus on her studies, Katie returned to work when the COVID-19 pandemic hit; she understood there was a great need for experienced nurses, so she stepped up to help. In order to keep somewhat of a work-life balance, Katie works in the float pool, picking up shifts in various areas as her schedule allows.

Katie’s dissertation research is based in Fort Belknap, Montana, where she works collaboratively with the Aishih (Gros Ventre) and Nakoda (Assiniboine) Peoples. Located approximately 40 miles south of the Canadian border, the Fort Belknap Indian Community relies heavily on their one Indian Health Service unit and tribal public health nurses to provide comprehensive health care to a population of over 8,000 people.

“We are conducting a community-wide needs assessment to determine what types of barriers family caregivers face in Fort Belknap when caring for a loved one with a serious, life-limiting illness,” says Katie. “We’re also asking them what additional types of support they could benefit from, so that the public health nurses can tailor the services and education they provide to ideally help keep people at home on the reservation at the end of life.”

In the course of developing her relationships with the public health nurses, Katie learned how distressed they feel when doing home visits for people with serious illnesses.

“I saw the same thing mirrored during my time working as a nurse at Mayo Clinic in Rochester,” Katie says. “We had Native Americans come from tribes all over the Midwest region. They had poor pain management, and often, even while it was immediately dying, they would travel off their land for help at Mayo Clinic. However, working in a Western-oriented setting, our protocols and procedures clashed with what they needed to support their traditional, Indigenous ways of life.”

Practices like smudging – the sacred smoke created from burning medicinal or sacred plants and washing it over bodies – was not allowed (at the time) because of building codes or a lack of ventilation in buildings.

“These were some of the most distressing experiences of their lives,” says Katie, “and not being able to participate in their traditional, cultural rituals perpetuated this complicated grief and trauma that is so prevalent among many Native American communities.”

Katie hopes her dissertation work will help develop infrastructure across Indian Country so that people can be on their land, surrounded by loved ones, when their time comes to cross over. “We know that most people want to die at home, and that is no different in Indian Country. They should not have to travel hundreds of miles for care, which is often stressful, traumatic and generally chaotic for family and loved ones.”

She plans to complete her final dissertation defense in March 2023.

Katie didn’t always want to work in the health care field. In fact, she wanted to be a mail carrier when she was growing up. However, she is glad that UMR was part of the journey that has led to her current work.

“Being a nurse is absolutely bonkers – no one day is ever the same, which I love. It’s been hard as the field has become more political in recent years due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, working in this field, and with folks experiencing serious illness, has opened my eyes to many things, one of them being how finite our time on earth is.” says Katie, “and I try to live each day with that mentality in mind.”

“Working in this field, and with folks experiencing serious illness, has opened my eyes to many things, one of them being how finite our time on earth is.”
A PASSION FOR SONOGRAPHY BROUGHT MADISON NELSON ‘23 TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA ROCHESTER.

Her interest was sparked by two positive experiences with sonography while in high school. “My aunt was diagnosed with breast cancer, and one of the ways they diagnosed her was with a breast ultrasound that helped solidify her diagnosis. I also had a child development field trip and toured the maternity ward and saw an ultrasound in action.” Seeing those two important uses of sonography inspired her to learn more about it as a career.

“Sonography is using physics concepts I’ve learned about, and applying those concepts to help diagnose patients. It’s taking an abstract concept and making it into something physical.”

The University of Minnesota Rochester’s Bachelor of Science in Health Professions program interested her because of its strong sonography program as well as its educational collaboration with Mayo Clinic School of Health Sciences.

“When I toured the campus, it just felt right.”

Even though she loved UMR, there was still one big obstacle in her path: Madison was solely responsible for paying for college. Then, shortly after her acceptance to UMR, Madison learned she had received a scholarship, which would support her through every semester of the program as long as she maintained a full course load and kept her grades up. This substantive scholarship, in addition to some smaller scholarships, covered the full cost of tuition and board, allowing her to focus entirely on her studies.

“When I first started, I wasn’t expecting to get the scholarship,” Madison says, “but receiving it was such a huge gift. I’m so thankful for it every single day. It makes my life so much easier. I’m able to put all my energy and effort into school rather than work or something else.”

The scholarship’s benefactor, Claire E. Bender, MD (pictured right) is a renowned radiologist who helped found UMR’s Bachelor of Science in Health Professions program. She served as Dean of Mayo Clinic School of Health Sciences and has worked at Mayo Clinic for 40 years. She is now professor emeritus in Mayo Clinic’s Department of Radiology and still practices in radiology.

“I have always believed that the education of an individual is the best investment anyone can make,” Dr. Bender says. “I was blessed to have parents who believed in this. I watched my parents not only support my siblings and myself, but others. And I observed their genuine joy in doing so. Thus, I have tried to keep paying it forward for others.”

Witnessing her parents’ commitment to supporting students in post-high school education, whether at a technical college or a four-year college, sent Dr. Bender down a similar path decades later. “When I became dean of health sciences, I took that thought a little bit further, and in my time as medical director for radiography, I never, ever, saw a student have their education or training taken away from them. You always had that foundation.”

Throughout her tenure, Dr. Bender has helped many students and students-to-be at UMR and other universities and colleges with not just financial support, but also offering support as a mentor, coach and advisor. Recently, when she contacted UMR about financially assisting a new UMR student, Dr. Bender was drawn to Madison’s story. “Her academic interests and her needs were demonstrated and met my expectations, so she was selected as the recipient of my scholarship. It is important to me that students study. To help them study by relieving some of that financial stress was extremely important to me. I really wanted to continue my connection with UMR in some special way.”

At their initial meeting, Madison and Dr. Bender shared their journeys and learned they had much in common. They both come from small farming communities and had many responsibilities at home while still excelling in high school. Madison describes her joy at realizing Dr. Bender related to where she was coming from: “She understood that background of raising animals while working hard in school to get good grades and being involved in as many extracurriculars as I could to give back to my community.” Madison also understood Dr. Bender’s intention for her. “She wanted to make sure I could focus on my academics rather than worry about how I was going to pay for it.”

For her part, Dr. Bender recalls encouraging Madison. “I said, ‘I just want you to study, study hard and do the best you can. I don’t want you to spend time working and worrying about money.’ I guess that’s really paid off!”

Madison has continued to excel and find inspiration in her benefactor’s example. “With my program I actually get to experience my clinicals at Mayo Clinic,” she says, “and not too long ago I came across a case that Dr. Bender had written the radiology report for. It was very cool to know she is a person at Mayo Clinic who felt it was important to help people get their education.”

Says Dr. Bender: “To have Madison be so successful, it brings me the greatest joy. I know she's going to do well no matter where she ends up. She’ll not stop her learning.”

And just as she learned by watching her parents help students in need, Dr. Bender has now instilled that same sense of philanthropy in Madison. “Just the fact that she’s giving to me makes me want to pass it forward,” Madison says. “I want to be that person for another student in the future – help them go to college or further their education more than they thought they would.”

“I want to be that person for another student in the future - help them go to college or further their education more than they thought they would.”
Health CORE Alumni Profile:  
**Maha Siddiqui**

Health CORE (Community of Respect and Empowerment) bolsters students from underrepresented backgrounds by providing them with a community of support and the tools needed to fill the demand for diverse health care professionals.

---

**TRAILBLAZER MAHA SIDDIQUI ’19 DOESN’T SHY AWAY FROM BREAKING NEW GROUND.**

As a member of the inaugural Health CORE Living Learning Community, she was among the students to help faculty and administrators develop this integral UMR program.

“In Minnesota and the Midwest, cultural and financial diversity, especially in health care, is lacking,” says Maha. “Health CORE was made so this group of students from different cultural, educational or financial backgrounds could help each other in a community that understands and uplifts each other.”

While not a first-generation college student, Maha is the child of immigrants to the U.S., and a Muslim woman who experienced health challenges in her youth.

As part of the inaugural class, Maha and her peers worked with the Health CORE Living Learning Coordinator to develop the program. They provided feedback, worked out challenges and helped shape the overall direction. “It was difficult because when you enter it, you would hope it would already be established, but we also got to help build the community in a way that we knew would work.”

In the process, she developed strong bonds with her fellow Health CORE members – something for which she is very grateful today.

She also credits the Health CORE community, and UMR faculty and staff, for helping her find the right career path for her.

Like many incoming UMR students, Maha started the health science program intending to pursue a pre-med track. Then, like many others, she realized that medicine was not the best fit for her. Fortunately, she says, UMR’s program is designed to provide the best base for many different health care careers, and she could easily transition without delaying graduation. A key part to finding the right career, she adds, were the professional development courses required through the Center for Learning Innovation (CLI), which introduce students to a variety of career paths.

While Maha had reached what she calls a crisis point when she realized going to medical school was not right for her, the CLI classes had introduced her to pharmacy, and she soon discovered a passion for clinical pharmacy. Discerning the right path was challenging, she says, but she had immense support from staff, faculty and peers. “I was very unsure of what I was doing. Was I making the right choice? But I was overwhelmed by the support I received. It wasn’t just me making the decision myself."

While she was researching pharmacy, her Student Success Coach, Jenn Hooke, connected her with UMR alumni in pharmacy, and a professor connected her with a dean of a pharmacy school so she could learn more and hear more first-hand experiences.

Her Health CORE community of students also stepped in. “They told me what they saw in me that would make me a good pharmacist – I felt more confident in my decision because of that.”

Today, Maha is pursuing a doctorate in pharmacy from the University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), one of the leading pharmacy schools in the nation. She feels solid in her career path, which she credits to her UMR education. “Coming to UIC, I was better prepared, thanks to my educational experience at UMR.”

---

**BICB Q&A: Zachi Attaia**

**What year did you graduate?**

I finished the PhD program in May 2020.

**What is your educational background?**

I pursued a PhD in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology (BICB) at the University of Minnesota Rochester and I have a masters in electrical engineering from Ben Gurion University in Israel, researching machine learning in the processing of bio-electrical signals.

**How did you choose UMR’s BICB program?**

I was doing research at Mayo Clinic, and wanted to continue to a PhD while working full time. I heard from a friend that the BICB program provided flexibility and would allow me to work while pursuing my PhD.

For those unfamiliar with BICB, how do you characterize its approach to graduate work?

Borrowing from another company culture, I think the best way to describe it is “freedom and responsibility.” The program gave me the freedom and flexibility to organize my classes and thesis work, but I had to be disciplined enough to follow through.

**What is your current job?**

I am the Co-Director of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Cardiology at Mayo Clinic. This includes leading a team of eight PhD-level engineers working to develop AI to detect and predict diseases. Our work is now in the FDA approval process and is commercialized by a Mayo Clinic platform company called Anamana.

**How do you use your PhD?**

I am using it to do research and mentor other engineers and postdocs in our lab. I am also using some of the writing skills I acquired from the PhD program to publish papers and apply to grants.

**What advice do you have for others interested in bioinformatics?**

The best way to learn, in my opinion, is to have a hands-on approach, and experience with research and writing code. Our work is very technical, so it is important to combine the courses and learning with real life experiences. There is a strong need for people to do this work. With open source datasets and online challenges, I believe everyone can find an internship if they would like one.
Ten years ago, UMR Biochemistry Associate Professor Cassidy Terrell was completing her PhD in biochemistry at the University of Texas, Austin. But while she'd started the degree planning to pursue an industry career in drug discovery research, she gradually realized that her heart was leading her down another path.

"I was a teaching assistant for every single semester, including summers," Dr. Terrell says, "and that was my happy place. That was where I found the most purpose and joy - interacting with students, helping them with their coursework and trying to understand the concepts."

Now, a decade later, Dr. Terrell has been awarded tenure at UMR after turning down two offers for tenure-track positions at other institutions. UMR, she says, clearly stood out over her other choices. She was drawn to UMR’s focus, the high-impact practices and tenured faculty doing research in student learning while still teaching in their disciplines — and she was drawn to the quality of the students.

“They are so ready to engage,” she says of her students. “Organized, very driven, motivated. They get it. Being at UMR means you’re getting skills in addition to content knowledge. In order to succeed in classes, they have to rely on each other. There always needs to be an awareness that every class is active, engaging and collaborative.”

Dr. Terrell is passionate about supporting women in STEM subjects. “Part of it is representation,” she says. “I want to give what I didn’t have. I went into graduate school, into a department where every single faculty member was male. For me, it’s about showing by example that as a woman in STEM, in biochemistry, who came out of a very male-dominant department, you can persist and succeed. You can get the grants, you can get the job, be the chair of the committee and you can have that seat at the table. I know you can, because I’m sitting at the table.”

While Dr. Terrell loves inspiring her students to see the wonder of the molecular world and participate in science, she also encourages them to find other joys outside the world of STEM. “Being successful in this role doesn’t mean it’s the only thing I like,” she says. “I’ve had students surprised to learn I like to go kayaking or I’m obsessed with plants and I like clothes. Some students think that to be a scientist means you only read scientific publications and spend all your time doing research and never struggle with these tasks. I do these things, and I do struggle with them, but it’s not all my time. I have many identities besides science. No one identity is all encompassing.”

The Center for Learning Innovation (CLI), located on the 2nd floor of 318 Commons provides office space for faculty, JustASK locations and a variety of study spaces for students. This space was once the 318 Commons 2nd floor lounge and is now an open, collaborative space that includes a live wall with an abundance of natural light. The updated space provides a warm and welcoming environment for faculty and students to connect with one another.

*Faculty Profile: Cassidy R. Terrell, PhD
Associate Professor of Biochemistry, Center for Learning Innovation*
A UMR Family Affair: The Yusuf Siblings

STUDENTS FEELING STRESSED AROUND FINALS OFTEN WANT TO BLOW OFF A LITTLE STEAM.

For the Yusuf family – Yaqoub ’21, Yusra ’23 and Yasira ’24 – that meant getting together for sushi, the zoo, the mall and just hanging out for a day. It’s a favorite way for the three siblings to spend time together, and one of the best perks of coming to school together.

“I really enjoyed having my sisters there,” says Yaqoub, who completed the Bachelor of Science in Health Sciences (BSHS) program in 2021. “It definitely took away from feeling homesick. I was on campus alone for the first two years, and it felt different when my sisters got there.”

Yaqoub is now on the West Coast at San Francisco State University. He is pursuing a master’s degree in biology with a focus on physiology and behavior, part of a National Institutes of Health (NIH) fellowship PhD bridge program.

Yaqoub is the first in his family to go to college. His parents and extended family – aunts, uncles, cousins – immigrated to the United States from Somalia more than 20 years ago to escape war and famine.

“Higher education was always expected and a standard for us,” he says of his parents’ intentions for him and his four younger siblings. “How to achieve that was something I had to figure out. Thankfully, I had mentors along the way that helped me through.” At UMR, he credits his Health CORE advisor, research advisor and success coach. “That was one of the benefits of a smaller school. You have one assigned coach. I met with mine often, very often, multiple times a semester – not just looking for next semester’s courses, but for multiple reasons. I had a great relationship with my advisors. They knew basically everything I was doing. They knew what my strengths and my weaknesses were and they knew where to develop my skills and which courses to recommend for me to succeed.”

Reflecting on his accomplishments and mistakes has given him the knowledge and experience to pass on to his younger sisters, who followed his path to UMR.

Yusra arrived two years after her brother and is on track to graduate in 2023. “We all have different routes we want to take within this degree,” she says of the BSHS degree, which encompasses the prerequisites required for numerous health care career pathways. She intends to pursue a medical degree and specialize in dermatology.

Her desire to become a physician goes back to childhood. “I was always close to my personal physician as a kid, and also through different health issues along the way. Talking with them, they were just so understanding. It goes deeper than being supported. They were in my shoes, at age 7, 9, 11. They were so relatable. In my mind as a kid, they were superheroes.”

Yusra toured other top-ranked schools when considering the best fit for her, not taking for granted that she would follow in her brother’s footsteps. But UMR rose to the top of her list. “It was the only school where I could confidently say the faculty and students knew each other by name. Everyone greeted each other. You can walk the halls and feel like family – no one goes unnoticed. It was the one place everyone was so well-connected and there to help you succeed. What school did I see myself best succeeding at? UMR.”

Her passion for helping patients was fanned in her sophomore year of college by working as a Personal Care Attendant (PCA). “I loved it. As a float PCA I worked with patients in pediatrics, hematology, even the ICU. I connected with patients throughout the whole hospital. One patient had an anxiety attack in the room, and I was able to talk with her and calm her down. This is where I belong, and these are my strengths.”

This past year, Yusra served as the president of the Rochester Student Association (RSA), UMR’s student government. “Making direct changes to the campus and school was really important to me,” she says. With her leadership, RSA set goals for the year and also tackled specific projects. After hearing frequent requests from students, for instance, they created a reflection space on campus. They also partnered with other student groups to hold events, worked with the local food pantry and looked into mental health resources available to students. “When I see a need for change in a particular area, I think it’s important to have conversations about it and break that ice,” Yusra says.

This year, Yusra will expand her worldview while studying health care abroad in Thailand, which she sees as a perfect way to capstone her UMR experience.

Yasira, the third Yusuf sibling, came to UMR one year after Yusra and is on track to graduate in 2024. Yasira knew she wanted to pursue a career in health care, and when both older siblings told her how much opportunity UMR offered, she jumped at the chance. And having those two siblings for support was especially helpful during her first year. “They set some steps for me. It was especially helpful during her first year. "They set some steps for me. It was especially helpful during her first year. "They set some steps for me. It was especially helpful during her first year. "They set some steps for me. It was especially helpful during her first year. "The Kettle Fall 2022

“We all have different routes we want to take within [the BSHS] degree.”

After hearing frequent requests from students, for instance, they created a reflection space on campus. They also partnered with other student groups to hold events, worked with the local food pantry and looked into mental health resources available to students. “When I see a need for change in a particular area, I think it’s important to have conversations about it and break that ice,” Yusra says.

This year, Yusra will expand her worldview while studying health care abroad in Thailand, which she sees as a perfect way to capstone her UMR experience.

Yasira, the third Yusuf sibling, came to UMR one year after Yusra and is on track to graduate in 2024. Yasira knew she wanted to pursue a career in health care, and when both older siblings told her how much opportunity UMR offered, she jumped at the chance. And having those two siblings for support was especially helpful during her first year. “They set some steps for me, it was nice for them to say, ‘Oh no, don’t think it’s too hard, we all did it.” And
In 2021, UMR partnered with GoodSpace Murals, a women-owned company out of Minneapolis that specializes in large-scale murals and mosaics. Their mission is to create murals that seed community ownership, uplifts women and community voices, and empowers youth.

GoodSpace Murals held focus groups with students, faculty and staff to better understand the UMR community and our unique culture. These focus groups affirmed and supported UMR's student body. Medical images of DNA strands, molecular models and the periodic table of elements weaved into the mural visually showcase UMR's singular health focus.

Natural images of butterflies and native plants found throughout the mural act as a reminder of our shared larger environment of support, wellness, holistic medicine and the individual contexts each student brings.

When they come together on one of their outings, Yasira says, they share what they’re learning about in their particular fields of study, much like they did growing up when they would share their different tastes in music and movies. “We found a way to bring each other into how we liked things,” she says. “Even though we’re different, we can still like the same things. We can help each other with our future professions. Whenever we need help, we know we can always be there for each other.”

She notes how pleased their parents are that the three siblings are together and can support one another, too. Like Yaqoub and Yusra, one of Yasira’s favorite family memories at UMR was a day during finals. “My older brother saw that we were all stressed, too busy in our schoolwork to focus on ourselves. He said, ‘Let’s go out to a movie and out to eat. Let’s take a break.’ That time away for ourselves, to hang out with siblings, even though we were busy and stressed [was so important]. When you find something you appreciate and like to do other than your work, it gives you more strength to keep going. You have to find something for yourself in this, otherwise you’re going to lose the thing you love in the work.”

And as her brother has gone on to the West Coast, and her sister will be heading to Thailand this spring, Yasira notes, “I’m just glad I got the opportunity to follow two amazing people’s footsteps and be able to continue our legacy as first-generation students.”

Truly, the UMR way of life has become a family affair for the Yusufs.

In 2022, UMR partnered with GoodSpace Murals, a women-owned company out of Minneapolis that specializes in large-scale murals and mosaics. Their mission is to create murals that seed community ownership, uplifts women and community voices, and empowers youth.

GoodSpace Murals held focus groups with students, faculty and staff to better understand the UMR community and our unique culture. These focus groups informed and inspired the mural and all of its creative elements. After the focus groups were completed, students, staff, faculty, alumni, community members, future Raptors and family members were invited to a series of paint parties, providing a common sense of ownership and shared pride, with an added opportunity for everyone to get a bit messy and leave their mark on the mural.

This hand-painted mural presents a bright and vibrant welcome to all those who step into University Square. The splash of color, flow and beauty affirms and supports UMR’s student body. Medical images of DNA strands, molecular models and the periodic table of elements weaved into the mural visually showcase UMR’s singular health focus.

Natural images of butterflies and native plants found throughout the mural act as a reminder of our shared larger environment of support, wellness, holistic medicine and the individual contexts each student brings.

As RASA president, one of my main goals this year is to make students feel welcome and comfortable with speaking their truth. I am very passionate about advocating for students, and I believe that RASA is an important link between students and administration. In particular, I want to strengthen the connection between UMR and UMTC through partnering with their undergraduate student government and raising awareness on lowering tuition. My name is Patricia Hernandez, and I am happy to serve as President for RSA in the 2022-23 academic year! I am from Rosemount, Minnesota and I graduated from Rosemount High School in 2020. I am technically a junior, but I will be graduating a year early in Spring 2023. My older brother saw that we were all stressed, too busy in our schoolwork to focus on ourselves. He said, ‘Let’s go out to a movie and out to eat. Let’s take a break.’ That time away for ourselves, to hang out with siblings, even though we were busy and stressed [was so important]. When you find something you appreciate and like to do other than your work, it gives you more strength to keep going. You have to find something for yourself in this, otherwise you’re going to lose the thing you love in the work.”

And as her brother has gone on to the West Coast, and her sister will be heading to Thailand this spring, Yasira notes, “I’m just glad I got the opportunity to follow two amazing people’s footsteps and be able to continue our legacy as first-generation students.”

Truly, the UMR way of life has become a family affair for the Yusufs.

In 2022, UMR partnered with GoodSpace Murals, a women-owned company out of Minneapolis that specializes in large-scale murals and mosaics. Their mission is to create murals that seed community ownership, uplifts women and community voices, and empowers youth.

GoodSpace Murals held focus groups with students, faculty and staff to better understand the UMR community and our unique culture. These focus groups informed and inspired the mural and all of its creative elements. After the focus groups were completed, students, staff, faculty, alumni, community members, future Raptors and family members were invited to a series of paint parties, providing a common sense of ownership and shared pride, with an added opportunity for everyone to get a bit messy and leave their mark on the mural.

This hand-painted mural presents a bright and vibrant welcome to all those who step into University Square. The splash of color, flow and beauty affirms and supports UMR’s student body. Medical images of DNA strands, molecular models and the periodic table of elements weaved into the mural visually showcase UMR’s singular health focus.

Natural images of butterflies and native plants found throughout the mural act as a reminder of our shared larger environment of support, wellness, holistic medicine and the individual contexts each student brings.

As RASA president, one of my main goals this year is to make students feel welcome and comfortable with speaking their truth. I am very passionate about advocating for students, and I believe that RASA is an important link between students and administration. In particular, I want to strengthen the connection between UMR and UMTC through partnering with their undergraduate student government and raising awareness on lowering tuition. My name is Patricia Hernandez, and I am happy to serve as President for RSA in the 2022-23 academic year! I am from Rosemount, Minnesota and I graduated from Rosemount High School in 2020. I am technically a junior, but I will be graduating a year early in Spring 2023. My older brother saw that we were all stressed, too busy in our schoolwork to focus on ourselves. He said, ‘Let’s go out to a movie and out to eat. Let’s take a break.’ That time away for ourselves, to hang out with siblings, even though we were busy and stressed [was so important]. When you find something you appreciate and like to do other than your work, it gives you more strength to keep going. You have to find something for yourself in this, otherwise you’re going to lose the thing you love in the work.”

And as her brother has gone on to the West Coast, and her sister will be heading to Thailand this spring, Yasira notes, “I’m just glad I got the opportunity to follow two amazing people’s footsteps and be able to continue our legacy as first-generation students.”

Truly, the UMR way of life has become a family affair for the Yusufs.
Pathway to Becoming a Physician

As the University of Minnesota Rochester continues to establish itself as a leader in training future medical professionals, a love for humanity is built into the undergraduate experience directly alongside the art of medicine. With innovative curriculum and teaching methods, staff and faculty support, extensive volunteer opportunities, and an abundance of resources available thanks to its collaboration with Mayo Clinic, UMR is truly situated to become one of the premiere training grounds for those looking to pursue medicine in many forms. While it is a long and often winding road to become a physician, these five individuals chose UMR to prepare them for the road ahead.

SAME MEDICAL FOCUS, DIFFERENT ORIGINS

While each of these five felt drawn to medicine early on, the driving forces behind their interests varied. For both Pal Koak and Misk Al Zahidy, their personal experiences with needing medical treatment shaped their trajectory in life.

“For Koak, his experiences as a child living with hemophilia in Kenya and observing the prevalence of bleeding disorders in a developing country and the limited treatments available to patients in Kenya compared to those in the U.S. cemented his medical focus. The care she received at a young age became a formative experience that influenced how she went on to navigate the world. For Koak, his experiences as a child living with hemophilia in Kenya and observing the prevalence of bleeding disorders shaped their trajectory in life.

“One experience that sticks out to me is from when I was seven in Kenya. I remember a family friend knocking on our door early in the morning, and she barged into the house holding her child in her arms. Through the pouring rain, she had rushed to our house in tears because her child, who had severe hemophilia A, was experiencing an internal bleeding episode, but she didn’t know what to do, so she came to my mom – the only other person she knew who had a child with hemophilia. To this day, that experience comes to mind like it happened yesterday. There are plenty of children in Africa who deal with bleeding disorders like sickle cell anemia, and their parents have no one to turn to. I hope to one day be one of those people these parents and children can rely on for care.”

For the other three, a natural cohesion of their interests and life experiences brought them to medicine.

“Mom was a nurse who did in-home nursing care,” says Victoria Ajayi. “I loved seeing how much her patients trusted her, not just with their physical health, but also deep things that affected their health as well. I loved the sciences, but also wanted that type of connection that people had with my mom, that close connection of helping people, serving people. It really was a combination of things – patient interaction, thinking critically, exploring – that led me specifically to medicine.”

Hannah Elsenpeter was also influenced by a family member. “My grandfather was a physician and owned a small, community hospital in Albany, Minnesota,” she says. “Because of this, I spent a lot of time at the hospital stopping by to visit him, going to my own appointments and attending community/hospital-affiliated events. Medicine was always a big part of my life in that sense. I was also always really fascinated with science. I have an inquisitive mind, and science was really the only thing that could satiate my curiosity, even as a child.”

For Bryar Hansen, it was his natural curiosity, coupled with a propensity for scientific research and a little Hollywood drama that really ignited the spark. “I wanted to do it because I knew I would have great support. I could see [UMR] fostering me to be the physician I wanted to be,” says Hansen. “The proximity to Mayo Clinic and the relaxed, go-explore nature of UMR made it a no-brainer for me to apply to this school.”

UMR, A GATEWAY TO MEDICINE

“UMR was quite an easy decision for me,” says Elsenpeter. “I knew I wanted to pursue a degree in science, and I already had solidified interests in health care. I thought it was the perfect opportunity to explore more careers in health care. I’m pretty introverted, so the smaller class sizes were a big appeal to me. I also felt like my Student Success Coach (Perry Telander) was personally invested in my journey to finding the perfect career before I even committed to the school, so I knew I would have great support.”

These shared needs and goals drew them to UMR, and each is quick to say that they made the right decision.

Wherever the Art of Medicine is loved, there is also a love of humanity. – Hippocrates
**VICTORIA AJAYI '20**
UMR alumni, current medical student

**Medical Focus:** Global Health, Surgery  
**Current Program:** 2nd year Med Student, Tufts University, Boston, MA  
**Hometown:** Nigeria - St. Paul, MN

---

**DEVELOPING EDUCATIONAL SKILLS FOR SUCCESS**

Part of the success of UMR graduates lies in UMR's innovative educational structures that empower students to flourish in their career paths. As many freshmen come to learn in their first semester, UMR does not run its classes like a high school, where the instructor lecturing to students suffices," says Koak. "UMR has a flipped-classroom approach where, although you get the lectures, most work is done outside of the classroom to encourage students to seek clarification at JustASK. Although initially a rough adjustment, this approach has helped me prepare to one day become a physician because it has forced me to take control of my own learning, especially when the subject is hard."

Ajayi agrees. "The resources are there to prepare for [a career in] medicine," she says. "But you have to do the work yourself and pursue those resources." Learning how to use all available resources and becoming self-directed learners sets students up for success, no matter their area of study. However, this is especially important for those applying to medical school, as those who pursue the physician path can attest. "Med school is a firehouse of information," Ajayi says. "You feel like you can't learn enough. With good time management, a little bit of grit, and a little bit of luck, you make it through. If you decide that it's something you want to do, putting in the time and effort is worth it."

Elsenpeter echoes these sentiments: "Not only did I learn content in UMR classes, I was taught how to study and how to learn. These skills were directly transferable to medical school, where even though I took time off between undergrad and medical school, I felt more prepared than my classmates in medical school to study and keep up with the content."

**LEARNING OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM**

While the rigor of the classroom certainly help prepare students for success in medical school, the learning that occurs outside the classroom is arguably just as important.

"UMR's rigorous curriculum helped prepare me with the scientific and medical knowledge I would need to be a good medical school applicant, but my Capstone experience explored ways to make myself a more unique and well-rounded future physician," says Hansen. "In addition to biochemistry, genetics, and anatomy, I took a variety of business classes to diversify my education. I then applied these new skills when I studied abroad in Barcelona, Spain, at La Universitat Pompeu Fabra, with an academic emphasis in International Management. Being at UMR helped me develop a mentality that acknowledges differences in culture, language and ideologies while building on the similarities that exist between all of us as people. I still use these skills every day as a doctor."

"UMR pushed me to come out of my comfort zone and try new things," believes Al Zahidy. Her research interest was sparked during her first year of college with an integrative project, and accelerated from there. "I started to look for more research projects, one of which was working in a skeletal muscle research lab at Mayo Clinic during my junior year. This experience allowed me to be more hands on by working on various models and taught me new skills and techniques." But Al Zahidy's personal growth included non-academic interests as well. "As I entered my third year, I became part of the Rochester Student Association (student government) and also became the President of the Pre-Professionals Career club. These activities sparked my interest, and I started to enjoy them more and more every day as I felt like I was helping others. Through these activities, I was able to collaborate with Mayo Clinic professionals, professors, staff and the Rochester community." The development of her research interests and leadership skills together shaped Al Zahidy's direction. "These two things helped me see health care and medicine from different perspectives, which will allow me to be a better, well-rounded physician."

For Ensenpeter, the love of learning she found at UMR continues today. "I was fortunate to have a couple of really awesome professors who continued to spark and renew my interests in science, Dr. Prati-Resinas and Dr. Metzger. I'm still able to channel that excitement as I continue with all the ongoing learning that comes as a result of being a physician." She also credits UMR with giving her the confidence to make connections professionally. "I learned the very important skill of networking at UMR. I felt confident in my interpersonal and interprofessional skills because we spent time intentionally developing these skills at UMR."

**SUPPORT AND MENTORSHIP**

One of the hallmarks of UMR's educational structure in all programs is the opportunity to access student support, career guidance and mentorship. Elsenpeter credits one of her mentors with influencing her trajectory within medicine. "I had a really great mentor. Prior to deciding definitively to apply to medical school, I started working for Dr. Gregory Poland and the Mayo Clinic Vaccine Research Group. He came to give a talk at UMR, and I was connected with him by my Student Success Coach. As a result, I got a job as a research assistant, but I ended up spending quite a bit of time in data analysis and writing scientific literature. Dr. Poland is an internal medicine physician by training, and so when I got ‘bored’ of the slower pace of bench research, he introduced me more to the clinical practice of medicine and connected me with several wonderful physicians who allowed me to spend time with them learning more about the field. It was ultimately through those experiences that I decided to apply to medical school."

For Ajayi, the guidance given by her mentor included encouragement to take a detour on her path into medicine. "One of my professors, Dr. Robert Dunbar, was a mentor who can count on a few time in my life. I'm grateful that he saw my blind spots and encouraged me to take a gap year, take the time to study for the MCAT, and spend time in Spain. I'm super grateful that I took that gap year." That sage advice to take her time during this lengthy studying and application process included encouragement to follow her global health interests into medical school. Dunbar also steered Ajayi to look at Tufts as a potentially good fit for her passion for global health, which ultimately led her to apply and be accepted into medical school at Tufts University.

**LOOKING TO THE FUTURE**

Making the most of the time, and taking calculated pauses along the way is something that others have in common with Ajayi. "The process of applying to medical school has definitely not been linear," Al Zahidy agrees. "We were always told at UMR that not everything..."
The fourth season of Beyond the Nest, UMR’s alumni podcast, arrives January 18.

As UMR plans to celebrate the first 10-year reunion for its undergraduate class of 2013, the upcoming season of Beyond the Nest will tell the story of how UMR came to be. Over five episodes, the fourth season will examine the history and personalities behind UMR from Rochester civic and business leaders who advocated for the campus’ creation to UMR’s first Chancellor and trailblazing students who took a chance on a startup university.

Listen in on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google and Podbean.

is linear, so it was kind of expected. After finishing my master’s, I took the MCAT, and now I am in the process of preparing my application for the next application cycle while working at Mayo Clinic, maintaining a research job with a local nonprofit organization and volunteering.” The things that Al Zahidy is learning in the meantime will undoubtedly bolster her for the long journey ahead.

While at a different place in the journey, Hansen is choosing to build research time into his program. “I’m currently a General Surgery resident at St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts. I’ll be here for a minimum of five years, but am most likely taking two years for research in between PGY2-3,” he says.

Koak is also following the research track. “After graduating from the University of Minnesota Rochester later this year, I will be doing research in a post baccalaureate program where I can further hone my research skills. Then, I will apply to MD-PhD programs, where I can continue pursuing excellence in patient care and research.”

Elsenpeter is thrilled to be settled into her career in rural medicine. Of her unexpected path following her grandfather’s footsteps to family medicine she says, “It must be written in my DNA. I love the broad nature of family medicine, and I love the long-lasting relationships I have with my patients as a result. I also love cradle-to-grave care, which is why I decided to practice non-surgical obstetrics as well.

It’s so gratifying during the span of one day to see pregnant patients, evaluate newborns in the nursery and have end-of-life discussions with terminally ill patients. This is what I’m privileged to do every day in my practice at Cuyuna Regional Medical Center.”

As alumni from UMR disperse across the country to continue their medical education and establish their careers, one thing is certain: Medicine will be better for it. The bright minds and compassionate hearts that make their way through UMR’s programs will undoubtedly work toward the University’s mission of “solving the grand health challenges of the 21st century.” ■

Alumna featured on ‘Native American College Diaries’

UMR alumna Nevaeh Nez ‘22 shared her story on American Public Media’s “Native American College Diaries.”

Tune in to hear how Nez navigated her time at UMR and her continued dedication and advocacy as a storyteller for Native people.

z.umn.edu/CollegeDiaries

UMR Alumni Class Notes

LAURA STANG (TRAULT) ’13
Working as a PA-C in urology in St. Cloud. Married and have a five- and almost three-year-old boy. Expecting third boy in Fall 2022.

CASSANDRA KERSTEN ’16
Moved to the D.C. metro area and bought a house in Fall 2021. Started as a Senior Consultant in Crisis Management at Deloitte. Designated as a Certified Emergency Manager (CEM) in October 2022.

KAYLA VAN DER WEERD ’15
Completed a doctorate of physical therapy at Concordia University in St. Paul. Diagnosed with stage 3c breast cancer in 2020. Took a year off to focus on treatments and recovery, and found a new passion for working in oncology, specifically breast cancer patients. Gained specialty certifications as a nationally board certified lymphedema therapist. Currently works at Mayo Clinic as a lymphedema specialist.

JENNA MARIE KREMER ’17
Moved to Boston with fellow ’17 UMR alum Mikey Bergman and had a baby, Oliver Bergman, born February 2021. Works as a registered nurse on the brain injury unit at Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital. Mikey is to defend his thesis for a PhD in chemistry.

JENNA STANGE ’16
Recently accepted into Rocky Vista College of Osteopathic Medicine, expected to graduate in 2026.

SHARE YOUR NEWS WITH UMR!
UMR graduates achieve great things every day, from breakthrough research and career success to weddings and the arrival of baby Raptors. Send your updates to umralumni@umn.edu and stay social @UMRochester.

Messages from Student Success Coaches

Nothing makes my heart happier than hearing from former students. Watching you take your strengths, interests and values that were budding at UMR and apply those towards meaningful life paths is such a joy. Sending positive wishes for continued growth and learning!

Jenn Hooke
Senior Student Success Coach

I hope life has been treating you well. UMR alumni! Keep chasing your dreams and following your joy.

Courtney Knutson
Transfer Student Success Advisor, Office of Student & Career Advancement Services

I hope you are learning lots and finding joy in wherever the road has taken you. Wishing you all the best! Keep in touch.

Anna Bibikawski
Senior Student Success Coach
Flyaways from Raptor Life: Conversations with UMR Alumni

RITHI PUNYAMURTHULA
2018 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? Coordinator of Equity and Inclusion at the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design.

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR or in your career that you are now appreciative of? Being the community assistant of Health CORE in 2017 and 2018 pushed me to realize how important community building was for my future occupation. That opportunity pushed me to apply and teach with Teach for America and eventually transition to my current role.

Has your definition of success changed since you began your career at UMR? Yes, it used to be more about “winning,” now it feels like success is rooted more in upholding my value system in the spaces that I choose to occupy.

CASSIDY STEINBERG
2016 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? Tissue Recovery Lead.

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR that you are now appreciative of? I started at UMR dead set on being a surgeon and going to medical school, but looking back I am so happy with the path UMR and life has taken me. I tell people all the time that I am doing my dream job and I truly lucked into it. I think the struggles I had at UMR through class work helped me realize that maybe medical school wasn’t for me, but through connections I made working at various hospitals, I achieved my dreams in a roundabout way! I get to do surgery every day with little risk, but very high reward and really my career dreams came true!

BLAKE NYGAARD
2020 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? I am an A.T. Still University Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine medical student.

What do you remember most about UMR? The collegial environment. Everyone was so friendly, approachable and willing to help!

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR that you are now appreciative of? Late in my junior year at UMR, I was feeling very overwhelmed and confused about my next steps after graduation. A trusted professor challenged me to think bigger and to not be afraid to try for the hard path, even if it meant I could fail. That same afternoon, there was a presentation on osteopathic medicine from DMU, which is where I ended up going to medical school!

THOMAS EKSTROM
2018 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? PhD student at Mayo Clinic.

What do you remember most about UMR? The lifelong friends and connections I made during my time at UMR.

What do you miss about UMR? Being in close proximity to everyone.

ALEX SPINDLER
2015 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? Family Medicine Physician.

What do you remember most about UMR? The collegial environment.

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR that you are now appreciative of? Late in my junior year at UMR, I was feeling very overwhelmed and confused about my next steps after graduation. A trusted professor challenged me to think bigger and to not be afraid to try for the hard path, even if it meant I could fail. That same afternoon, there was a presentation on osteopathic medicine from DMU, which is where I ended up going to medical school!

CASSIDY STEINBERG
2016 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? Tissue Recovery Lead.

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR that you are now appreciative of? I started at UMR dead set on being a surgeon and going to medical school, but looking back I am so happy with the path UMR and life has taken me. I tell people all the time that I am doing my dream job and I truly lucked into it. I think the struggles I had at UMR through class work helped me realize that maybe medical school wasn’t for me, but through connections I made working at various hospitals, I achieved my dreams in a roundabout way! I get to do surgery every day with little risk, but very high reward and really my career dreams came true!

BLAKE NYGAARD
2020 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? I am an A.T. Still University Kirksville College of Osteopathic Medicine medical student.

What do you remember most about UMR? The collegial environment. Everyone was so friendly, approachable and willing to help!

Was there a turning point during your time at UMR that you are now appreciative of? Late in my junior year at UMR, I was feeling very overwhelmed and confused about my next steps after graduation. A trusted professor challenged me to think bigger and to not be afraid to try for the hard path, even if it meant I could fail. That same afternoon, there was a presentation on osteopathic medicine from DMU, which is where I ended up going to medical school!

THOMAS EKSTROM
2018 UMR Graduate

What is your current position? PhD student at Mayo Clinic.

What do you remember most about UMR? The lifelong friends and connections I made during my time at UMR.

What do you miss about UMR? Being in close proximity to everyone.
Dear Raptor Alumni,

In this fresh fall semester of 2022, the UMR campus community welcomed a large and enthusiastic first-year class.

Moving onward from the struggles of the last few years into whatever lies ahead, we have been able to keep going by connecting to sources of strength – including a heightened awareness of purpose and a deeper treasuring of time together.

I’ve also heard from many that stories like the ones shared in The Kettle have been fortifying. If you are experiencing challenges, we hope you can reach back to memories of UMR faculty and staff who believed in you and who invested in your learning and development.

Wherever you are in your life journey, please know that we are here on campus rooting for you.

Change is routine these days, and the University of Minnesota Rochester is adapting to enhance the ways we support students.

UMR facilities are expanding to include new housing and a dining service for fall 2023. With this new facility, all first-year students will have the opportunity to be in a living, learning community. Watch for the grand opening!

New tech support has emerged from lessons learned in the pandemic. The platform we designed with Google Cloud is being used for the first time by students in an accelerated BSHS program called NXT GEN MED.

A new Mayo Clinic Office for Academic Partnerships now coordinates our many mutual endeavors for students, including mentors, internships, work study, career pathways and more.

Our commitment to equity continues to be the catalyst for new initiatives, including racial healing circles led by a team of faculty, staff, students and community members. To prepare for this work, the team participated in extensive training with the American Association of Colleges and Universities.

UMR graduates are in high demand in all six of our career pathways: patient care; health care research and discovery; public policy and global health; emerging health technologies; resilience, well-being and mental health; and the business and leadership of health care.

If you’re interested in being featured in UMR’s Alumni Career Pathway campaign, let us know with an email to lanz0059@r.umn.edu.

In June 2023, we will celebrate the 10-year reunion of the first class to graduate from UMR. Stay tuned for more details.

UMR’s first philanthropic campaign is launching soon, focused on generating more student scholarships and investments in innovations that support student success.

On behalf of the UMR community, I must tell you that we miss you! I encourage you to update your contact information so that we can continue to be a source of strength for you – and you can do the same for us.

Onward, learning as we grow...

Chancellor Lori J. Carrell, PhD

In June, the University’s Board of Regents approved a facilities expansion to address UMR’s current student housing, dining and recreation needs. UMR will be redesigning and repurposing the DoubleTree Hotel space to be available for UMS students by fall 2023. Upperclass students will continue to be housed in apartments in 318 Commons and Residence at Discovery Square.

This creative solution aims to provide fantastic facilities while also keeping costs as affordable as possible for students. In addition, we will be partnering in an endeavor that seeks to contribute to the vibrancy of downtown Rochester.
Give to the Max Day is a 24-hour period of time to honor the work and worth of Minnesota’s non-profits and schools. This year, University of Minnesota Rochester is highlighting the UMR Raptor Research Fund.

The UMR Raptor Research Fund supports expenses related to student travel for research and/or similar professional experiences.

#UMNGIVE

WHAT CAN WE ACCOMPLISH IN 24 HOURS? Support this fund at z.umn.edu/UMRGive or donate on Give to the Max Day, November 17.